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2019-11-24 0610 Animation Laputa: Castle In The Sky
Studio

Ghibli

Sheeta, an orphan and a descendant of the people who once lived in Laputa, is 
taken by the secret service, led by agent Muska, who wants to find the 

legendary floating city of Laputa. Her only connection with the past is a stone, 
inscribed with a strange emblem. Pirates attack the secret service's airship, and 

in the commotion, Sheeta falls. As she does, the stone lights up and slows her 

descent. She floats down into the arms of Pazu, an orphan boy who works in the 
mines below. The two together must face Muska, and Sheeta must look into her 

past to protect her family’s legacy. Directed by Hayao Miyazaki and stars the 
voices of Anna Paquin and James Van Der Beek.

JAPAN English-100 1986 RPT G Y

2019-11-24 0830 Comedy Paris Can Wait

Eleanor Coppola’s narrative directorial and screenwriting debut stars Academy 

Award® nominee Diane Lane as a Hollywood producer’s wife who unexpectedly 
takes a trip through France, which reawakens her sense of self and her joie de 

vivre. Anne (Lane) is at a crossroads in her life. Long married to a successfully 
driven but inattentive movie producer (Alec Baldwin), she finds herself taking a 

car trip from Cannes to Paris with a business associate of her husband (Arnaud 

Viard). What should be a seven-hour drive turns into a journey of discovery 
involving picturesque sights, fine food and wine, humor, wisdom, and much 

more.

JAPAN
English-80; 
French-20

2016 RPT PG Y Y

2019-11-24 1010 Drama Boychoir

A troubled eleven-year-old boy at a prestigious East Coast music school clashes 
with the school's demanding choir master (Dustin Hoffman), in this inspiring 

drama co-starring Kathy Bates, Josh Lucas, Debra Winger, and Glee's Kevin 
McHale. From acclaimed Canadian director François Girard (Thirty Two Short 

Films About Glenn Gould, The Red Violin) comes a drama that the entire family 

can enjoy. Boychoir is the story of a talented youngster struggling against the 
odds to find his voice.

USA English-100 2014 RPT PG a v 

2019-11-24 1205 Action Adventure Ragnarok
Norwegian archaeologist Sigurd Svendsen forms a small team and sets off to 
find the true meaning of the secret runes found carved in rock and accidentally 
awakens a giant monster. 

NORWAY
Norwegian-50; 

Swedish-50
2015 RPT PG a Y

2019-11-24 1350 Drama Family Law

As he adjusts to being a husband and father, lawyer Ariel Perelman meditates 

on the ways in which he is similar to - and so very different from - his own 

lawyer father. A thoughtful and touching film, dealing with family relationships 

in an insightful and subtly comic way. Winner of the 2007 Silver Condor for Best 
Director and Best Supporting Actor. Directed by Daniel Burman and stars Daniel 
Hendler, Arturo Goetz and Eloy Burman.

ARGENTINA Spanish-100 2006 RPT PG a l Y

2019-11-24 1545 Fantasy The Piano Tuner Of Earthquakes

A mad doctor turns people into mechanical toys. Now he has the lovely opera 

singer Malvina in his sights. Directed by Timothy Quay and Stephen Quay, and 

stars Amira Casar and Gottfried John.

UNITED KINGDOM
English-50; 

Portuguese-50
2005 RPT PG Y



2019-11-24 1735 Comedy Chalet Girl

Pretty tomboy Kim (Felicity Jones) used to be a champion skateboarder, but 

now she flips burgers to support herself and her dad. Opportunity comes 
knocking when she flukes a winter-long catering job in one of the plushest ski 

chalets in the Alps. At first, Kim is baffled by this bizarre new world of posh 

people, vintage champagne, epic mountains and waist deep powder. Then Kim 
discovers snowboarding, and her natural talent soon sees her training for the 

end-of-season competition, with a chance to win major prize money. But before 

she can become a champion again, Kim needs to overcome her deepest fears - 

and figure out what’s going on with Jonny (Ed Westwick), her boss’ handsome 

but apparently unavailable son.

AUSTRIA English-100 2011 RPT PG l s 

2019-11-24 1930 Musical Cry-Baby

In this quirky John Waters musical-comedy set in 1950s Baltimore, Wade ‘Cry-

Baby’ Walker (Johnny Depp), a juvenile delinquent with a heart of gold, wins 
the love of a reluctant ‘square’ girl, who fights society’s disapproval with gusto.

USA English-100 1990 RPT M l s 

2019-11-24 2105 Western Heaven's Gate

Michael Cimino's controversial epic of corrupted idealism, set during the bloody 

Johnson County Wars of the 1890s, was detested by a majority of film critics 
upon its release and is now the subject of the 're-revisionism' that affects the 

reputation of many films and works of art. Some critics now regard Heaven's 
Gate (the film that almost brought down an American film studio) as a 

masterpiece - a film ahead of its time. The enormous cast includes Kris 

Kristofferson, Christopher Walken, Sam Waterston, Isabelle Huppert, John Hurt, 

Brad Dourif, Joseph Cotten, Jeff Bridges, Geoffrey Lewis, Richard Masur, Terry 
O'Quinn, Mickey Rourke and Willem Dafoe. The extraordinary cinematography 

is by Vilmos Zsigmond.

USA English-100 1980 RPT MA v Y

2019-11-24 2350 Action Adventure Into The White

During World War II, English and German pilots who have shot each other down 
must band together to survive winter in the Norwegian wilderness. While 

huddled up in the same isolated cottage, they find it increasingly difficult to 
maintain antagonism toward one another.

SWEDEN

Norwegian-33.34; 

English-33.33; 

German-33.33

2012 RPT M a l Y

2019-11-24 2545 Thriller A Bigger Splash

Rock legend Marianne Lane is recuperating on the volcanic island of Pantelleria 

with her partner Paul when iconoclast record producer and old flame Harry 
unexpectedly arrives with his daughter Penelope. He interrupts this holiday, 

bringing with him an A-bomb blast of nostalgia from which there can be no 

rescue.

FRANCE
German-33.34; 
English-33.33; 

French-33.33

2015 RPT Y

2019-11-24 2805 Drama Family Law

As he adjusts to being a husband and father, lawyer Ariel Perelman meditates 
on the ways in which he is similar to - and so very different from - his own 

lawyer father. A thoughtful and touching film, dealing with family relationships 

in an insightful and subtly comic way. Winner of the 2007 Silver Condor for Best 

Director and Best Supporting Actor. Directed by Daniel Burman and stars Daniel 
Hendler, Arturo Goetz and Eloy Burman.

ARGENTINA Spanish-100 2006 RPT PG a l Y

2019-11-25 0600 Action Adventure Ragnarok
Norwegian archaeologist Sigurd Svendsen forms a small team and sets off to 
find the true meaning of the secret runes found carved in rock and accidentally 
awakens a giant monster. 

NORWAY
Norwegian-50; 

Swedish-50
2015 RPT PG a Y



2019-11-25 0745 Comedy Chalet Girl

Pretty tomboy Kim (Felicity Jones) used to be a champion skateboarder, but 

now she flips burgers to support herself and her dad. Opportunity comes 

knocking when she flukes a winter-long catering job in one of the plushest ski 

chalets in the Alps. At first, Kim is baffled by this bizarre new world of posh 
people, vintage champagne, epic mountains and waist deep powder. Then Kim 

discovers snowboarding, and her natural talent soon sees her training for the 

end-of-season competition, with a chance to win major prize money. But before 

she can become a champion again, Kim needs to overcome her deepest fears - 

and figure out what’s going on with Jonny (Ed Westwick), her boss’ handsome 
but apparently unavailable son.

AUSTRIA English-100 2011 RPT PG l s 

2019-11-25 0940 Comedy Our Little Sister

Three sisters Sachi, Yoshino and Chika live together in a large house in the 

seaside city of Kamakura. When their father absent from the family home for 
the last 15 years dies, they travel to the countryside for his funeral and meet 

their shy 14-year-old half-sister, Suzu. Bonding quickly with the orphaned Suzu, 

they invite her to live with them. Suzu eagerly agrees, and a new life of joyful 
discovery begins for the four siblings.

JAPAN Japanese-100 2018 RPT PG Y

2019-11-25 1200 Action Adventure Into The White

During World War II, English and German pilots who have shot each other down 
must band together to survive winter in the Norwegian wilderness. While 

huddled up in the same isolated cottage, they find it increasingly difficult to 

maintain antagonism toward one another.

SWEDEN
Norwegian-33.34; 

English-33.33; 

German-33.33

2012 RPT M a l Y

2019-11-25 1355 Comedy Paris Can Wait

Eleanor Coppola’s narrative directorial and screenwriting debut stars Academy 

Award® nominee Diane Lane as a Hollywood producer’s wife who unexpectedly 
takes a trip through France, which reawakens her sense of self and her joie de 

vivre. Anne (Lane) is at a crossroads in her life. Long married to a successfully 
driven but inattentive movie producer (Alec Baldwin), she finds herself taking a 

car trip from Cannes to Paris with a business associate of her husband (Arnaud 

Viard). What should be a seven-hour drive turns into a journey of discovery 
involving picturesque sights, fine food and wine, humor, wisdom, and much 

more.

JAPAN
English-80; 
French-20

2016 RPT PG Y Y

2019-11-25 1535 Drama Boychoir

A troubled eleven-year-old boy at a prestigious East Coast music school clashes 

with the school's demanding choir master (Dustin Hoffman), in this inspiring 

drama co-starring Kathy Bates, Josh Lucas, Debra Winger, and Glee's Kevin 

McHale. From acclaimed Canadian director François Girard (Thirty Two Short 
Films About Glenn Gould, The Red Violin) comes a drama that the entire family 

can enjoy. Boychoir is the story of a talented youngster struggling against the 
odds to find his voice.

USA English-100 2014 RPT PG a v 

2019-11-25 1730 Fantasy When Marnie Was There
Studio

Ghibli

Twelve-year-old Anna believes she sits outside the invisible magic circle to 

which most people belong, and shuts herself off from everyone around her. 
Concerned for her health, Anna’s foster mother decides to send her to rural 
Hokkaido to stay in a sleepy town by the sea. As she dreams her days away 

amongst the marshes, Anna finds herself strangely drawn to the enigmatic 

house which sits upon the edge there. This is where she meets Marnie, an 

energetic young girl who seems to appear from nowhere. The pair quickly 
become inseparable. 

JAPAN English-100 2014 RPT PG a 

2019-11-25 1930 Drama Stage Beauty A complex crucible of gender confusion set in the 17th century. UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2004 RPT M l s v 



2019-11-25 2130 Comedy Appropriate Behaviour

Shirin is struggling to become an ideal Persian daughter, a politically correct 
bisexual and a hip young Brooklynite - but fails miserably in her attempt at all 

identities. Being without a cliché to hold onto can be a lonely experience. 

Directed by and stars Desiree Akhavan, and also stars Rebecca Henderson and 

Halley Feiffer.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2014 RPT MA l s Y

2019-11-25 2305 Drama Half Brother Premiere

Sandra, 16 years old, is looking for her mother who's been missing for days. As 
time goes by, difficulties pile up and she has to seek her half-brother Jorge, but 

they've had little contact. Jorge lives and works with his father installing 

surveillance systems. At the point Sandra finds him, he's being threatened not 
to leak a video he made on his phone of a homophobic attack on a male friend 

to whom he's secretly attracted to.

BRAZIL Portuguese-100 2018 Y

2019-11-25 2500 Drama Soulboy

Amidst power cuts, strikes and boot-boy aggro on the football terraces, restless 

Joe McCain (Martin Compston) is bored with the tedium of a life that’s going 
nowhere. Joe is soon swept into a world of lust, sound, movement, and most 

importantly - soul.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2010 RPT M a d l s 

2019-11-25 2630 Comedy That's Not Me
Polly's dreams of success as an actor are ruined when her identical twin sister, 

Amy, catapults to international stardom.
AUSTRALIA English-100 2017 RPT MA l 

2019-11-25 2805 Fantasy The Piano Tuner Of Earthquakes

A mad doctor turns people into mechanical toys. Now he has the lovely opera 

singer Malvina in his sights. Directed by Timothy Quay and Stephen Quay, and 
stars Amira Casar and Gottfried John.

UNITED KINGDOM
English-50; 

Portuguese-50
2005 RPT PG Y

2019-11-26 0555 Drama Boychoir

A troubled eleven-year-old boy at a prestigious East Coast music school clashes 
with the school's demanding choir master (Dustin Hoffman), in this inspiring 

drama co-starring Kathy Bates, Josh Lucas, Debra Winger, and Glee's Kevin 

McHale. From acclaimed Canadian director François Girard (Thirty Two Short 
Films About Glenn Gould, The Red Violin) comes a drama that the entire family 

can enjoy. Boychoir is the story of a talented youngster struggling against the 
odds to find his voice.

USA English-100 2014 RPT PG a v 

2019-11-26 0750 Comedy Our Little Sister

Three sisters Sachi, Yoshino and Chika live together in a large house in the 

seaside city of Kamakura. When their father absent from the family home for 
the last 15 years dies, they travel to the countryside for his funeral and meet 

their shy 14-year-old half-sister, Suzu. Bonding quickly with the orphaned Suzu, 

they invite her to live with them. Suzu eagerly agrees, and a new life of joyful 
discovery begins for the four siblings.

JAPAN Japanese-100 2018 RPT PG Y

2019-11-26 1010 Fantasy The Piano Tuner Of Earthquakes
A mad doctor turns people into mechanical toys. Now he has the lovely opera 
singer Malvina in his sights. Directed by Timothy Quay and Stephen Quay, and 
stars Amira Casar and Gottfried John.

UNITED KINGDOM
English-50; 

Portuguese-50
2005 RPT PG Y

2019-11-26 1200 Drama Stage Beauty A complex crucible of gender confusion set in the 17th century. UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2004 RPT M l s v 



2019-11-26 1400 Comedy Chalet Girl

Pretty tomboy Kim (Felicity Jones) used to be a champion skateboarder, but 

now she flips burgers to support herself and her dad. Opportunity comes 
knocking when she flukes a winter-long catering job in one of the plushest ski 

chalets in the Alps. At first, Kim is baffled by this bizarre new world of posh 
people, vintage champagne, epic mountains and waist deep powder. Then Kim 

discovers snowboarding, and her natural talent soon sees her training for the 

end-of-season competition, with a chance to win major prize money. But before 

she can become a champion again, Kim needs to overcome her deepest fears - 

and figure out what’s going on with Jonny (Ed Westwick), her boss’ handsome 
but apparently unavailable son.

AUSTRIA English-100 2011 RPT PG l s 

2019-11-26 1555 Comedy The Importance Of Being Earnest Premiere

This star-studded version of Oscar Wilde’s classic comedy maintains enormous 

amounts of charm. Jack and Algernon are two wealthy bachelors in love. Jack is 
in love with Gwendolyn, whilst Algernon is drawn to Jack’s ward, Cecily. 

Complications arise through Jack’s habit of presenting himself as Ernest, his 

imaginary brother, and Algernon’s use of Ernest’s name to simplify deceitful 
courtships. Thus, each of the girls believes she is engaged to Ernest, who in fact 

does not exist. Enter Gwendolen’s mother and matters become even more 
complicated! The stellar cast includes Michael Redgrave, Michael Dennison, 

Dame Edith Evans, Joan Greenwood, Dorothy Tutin, and Dame Margaret 

Rutherford.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1952

2019-11-26 1740 Drama Delbaran

A haunting story of a young Afghan refugee who lives illegally in Iran. 14-year-

old Kaim drifts to the Delbaran crossing on the Afghan-Iran border, where he 
finds work at a roadside coffee shop. Although at home in this small oasis of 

friendliness, the sounds of war can be heard close by, violent bandits prowl the 
roads, and opium is everywhere. Directed by Abolfazl Jalili and stars Akaim 

Alizadeh, Rahmatollah Ebrahimi and Ahmad Mahdavi.

IRAN Farsi-100 2001 RPT PG Y

2019-11-26 1930 Drama
The Life And Death Of Colonel 

Blimp

Powell
And

Pressburger

Classics

An artistic masterpiece detailing the experiences of a British officer, Clive 

Candy, through the trials and tribulations of his army career. During the Boer 

War, Candy is sent to Berlin to trap a spy. There he befriends a German Officer, 
Theo, who marries the girl Candy is in love with. During the First World War, 

Candy marries a girl who resembles her and helps Theo - now a POW - to get 

repatriated. He comes back in the Second World War as a Brigadier General, 
and once again encounters Theo. He is captured, however, and the two are 

forced to either aid or betray each other.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1943

2019-11-26 2220 Drama Lost Highway 
After a bizarre encounter at a party, a jazz saxophonist is framed for the murder 
of his wife and sent to prison, where he inexplicably morphs into a young 

mechanic and begins leading a new life.

USA English-100 1997 RPT MA a l s v Y

2019-11-26 2450 Drama Stage Beauty A complex crucible of gender confusion set in the 17th century. UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2004 RPT M l s v 

2019-11-26 2650 Drama Half Brother

Sandra, 16 years old, is looking for her mother who's been missing for days. As 

time goes by, difficulties pile up and she has to seek her half-brother Jorge, but 

they've had little contact. Jorge lives and works with his father installing 
surveillance systems. At the point Sandra finds him, he's being threatened not 

to leak a video he made on his phone of a homophobic attack on a male friend 

to whom he's secretly attracted to.

BRAZIL Portuguese-100 2018 RPT Y



2019-11-26 2845 Fantasy When Marnie Was There
Studio

Ghibli

Twelve-year-old Anna believes she sits outside the invisible magic circle to 

which most people belong, and shuts herself off from everyone around her. 

Concerned for her health, Anna’s foster mother decides to send her to rural 
Hokkaido to stay in a sleepy town by the sea. As she dreams her days away 

amongst the marshes, Anna finds herself strangely drawn to the enigmatic 
house which sits upon the edge there. This is where she meets Marnie, an 

energetic young girl who seems to appear from nowhere. The pair quickly 

become inseparable. 

JAPAN English-100 2014 RPT PG a 

2019-11-27 0645 Comedy Our Little Sister

Three sisters Sachi, Yoshino and Chika live together in a large house in the 

seaside city of Kamakura. When their father absent from the family home for 
the last 15 years dies, they travel to the countryside for his funeral and meet 

their shy 14-year-old half-sister, Suzu. Bonding quickly with the orphaned Suzu, 
they invite her to live with them. Suzu eagerly agrees, and a new life of joyful 

discovery begins for the four siblings.

JAPAN Japanese-100 2018 RPT PG Y

2019-11-27 0905 Drama
The Life And Death Of Colonel 

Blimp

Powell

And

Pressburger
Classics

An artistic masterpiece detailing the experiences of a British officer, Clive 

Candy, through the trials and tribulations of his army career. During the Boer 
War, Candy is sent to Berlin to trap a spy. There he befriends a German Officer, 

Theo, who marries the girl Candy is in love with. During the First World War, 

Candy marries a girl who resembles her and helps Theo - now a POW - to get 
repatriated. He comes back in the Second World War as a Brigadier General, 

and once again encounters Theo. He is captured, however, and the two are 

forced to either aid or betray each other.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1943 RPT

2019-11-27 1155 Fantasy When Marnie Was There
Studio

Ghibli

Twelve-year-old Anna believes she sits outside the invisible magic circle to 
which most people belong, and shuts herself off from everyone around her. 

Concerned for her health, Anna’s foster mother decides to send her to rural 
Hokkaido to stay in a sleepy town by the sea. As she dreams her days away 

amongst the marshes, Anna finds herself strangely drawn to the enigmatic 

house which sits upon the edge there. This is where she meets Marnie, an 
energetic young girl who seems to appear from nowhere. The pair quickly 

become inseparable. 

JAPAN English-100 2014 RPT PG a 

2019-11-27 1355 Drama Delbaran

A haunting story of a young Afghan refugee who lives illegally in Iran. 14-year-

old Kaim drifts to the Delbaran crossing on the Afghan-Iran border, where he 

finds work at a roadside coffee shop. Although at home in this small oasis of 

friendliness, the sounds of war can be heard close by, violent bandits prowl the 

roads, and opium is everywhere. Directed by Abolfazl Jalili and stars Akaim 
Alizadeh, Rahmatollah Ebrahimi and Ahmad Mahdavi.

IRAN Farsi-100 2001 RPT PG Y

2019-11-27 1545 Drama Polina Premiere

Trained from an early age by rigorous, perfectionist Professor Bojinski, Polina is 

a promising classic dancer. She is just about to join the prestigious Bolchoï Ballet 
when she discovers contemporary dance. That throws everything into question 
on a profound level. Polina leaves it  all  behind and moves to France to work 

with famous  choreographer Liria Elsaj. Despite her determination and hard 

work to the point of obsession, Polina just can't seem to break through. So she 

moves to Anvers in search of work -and a new life.

FRANCE French-100 2016 Y



2019-11-27 1745 Comedy The Importance Of Being Earnest

This star-studded version of Oscar Wilde’s classic comedy maintains enormous 
amounts of charm. Jack and Algernon are two wealthy bachelors in love. Jack is 

in love with Gwendolyn, whilst Algernon is drawn to Jack’s ward, Cecily. 

Complications arise through Jack’s habit of presenting himself as Ernest, his 

imaginary brother, and Algernon’s use of Ernest’s name to simplify deceitful 
courtships. Thus, each of the girls believes she is engaged to Ernest, who in fact 

does not exist. Enter Gwendolen’s mother and matters become even more 
complicated! The stellar cast includes Michael Redgrave, Michael Dennison, 

Dame Edith Evans, Joan Greenwood, Dorothy Tutin, and Dame Margaret 

Rutherford.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1952 RPT

2019-11-27 1930 Drama The Journey

A fictional account of the extraordinary story of two implacable enemies in 

Northern Ireland - firebrand Democratic Unionist Party leader Paisley, and Sinn 
Fein politician Martin McGuinness - who are forced to take a short journey 

together in which they will take the biggest leap of faith and change the course 

of history.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT M a l 

2019-11-27 2110 Biography The Stanford Prison Experiment

Billy Crudup stars as Stanford University professor Dr. Philip Zimbardo, who, in 
1971, cast 24 student volunteers as prisoners and guards in a simulated jail to 

examine the source of abusive behavior in the prison system. The results 
astonished the world, as participants went from middle-class undergrads to 

drunk-with-power sadists and submissive victims in just a few days. Winner of 

two awards at the Sundance Film Festival, including Best Screenplay, and 

created with the close participation of Dr. Zimbardo himself, The Stanford 
Prison Experiment is a chilling, edge-of-your-seat thriller about the dark side of 

power and the effects of imprisonment. Featuring an extraordinary cast of 
rising young actors, including Ezra Miller, Olivia Thirlby, Tye Sheridan, Keir 

Gilchrist, Michael Angarano, and Thomas Mann.

USA English-100 2015 RPT M a l v 

2019-11-27 2325 Drama Soulboy

Amidst power cuts, strikes and boot-boy aggro on the football terraces, restless 
Joe McCain (Martin Compston) is bored with the tedium of a life that’s going 

nowhere. Joe is soon swept into a world of lust, sound, movement, and most 

importantly - soul.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2010 RPT M a d l s 

2019-11-27 2455 Comedy That's Not Me
Polly's dreams of success as an actor are ruined when her identical twin sister, 

Amy, catapults to international stardom.
AUSTRALIA English-100 2017 RPT MA l 

2019-11-27 2630 Thriller La Femme Nikita

Nikita's killer instincts as a ruthless street junkie make her the perfect assassin. 

Recruited against her will by a secret government organisation, she's 

transformed into a sexy lethal weapon.

FRANCE
French-50; Italian-

50
1990 RPT MA v Y

2019-11-27 2840 Action Adventure Belle And Sebastian 2 Sebastian and his dog have to brave dangers and confront a secret. FRANCE French-100 2015 RPT PG a l Y

2019-11-28 0630 Drama Delbaran

A haunting story of a young Afghan refugee who lives illegally in Iran. 14-year-

old Kaim drifts to the Delbaran crossing on the Afghan-Iran border, where he 

finds work at a roadside coffee shop. Although at home in this small oasis of 
friendliness, the sounds of war can be heard close by, violent bandits prowl the 

roads, and opium is everywhere. Directed by Abolfazl Jalili and stars Akaim 
Alizadeh, Rahmatollah Ebrahimi and Ahmad Mahdavi.

IRAN Farsi-100 2001 RPT PG Y



2019-11-28 0820 Comedy This Beautiful Fantastic

This Beautiful Fantastic is a contemporary fairy tale revolving around the most 

unlikely of friendships between a reclusive, agoraphobic young woman with 

dreams of being a children’s book author and a curmudgeonly old widower, set 
against the backdrop of a beautiful garden in the heart of London.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG l 

2019-11-28 1000 Animation Strings

James McAvoy stars in this story of war, intrigue and betrayal in a kingdom of 

wooden puppets. Received a Robert Award for Best Children/Family Film at the 
2006 Robert Festival. Directed by Anders Ronnow-Klarlund with puppets made 

by Bernd Ogrodnik and Joakim Zacho Weylandt. Also stars Derek Jacobi and 

David Harewood. 

DENMARK English-100 2004 RPT PG

2019-11-28 1140 Comedy The Importance Of Being Earnest

This star-studded version of Oscar Wilde’s classic comedy maintains enormous 

amounts of charm. Jack and Algernon are two wealthy bachelors in love. Jack is 
in love with Gwendolyn, whilst Algernon is drawn to Jack’s ward, Cecily. 

Complications arise through Jack’s habit of presenting himself as Ernest, his 
imaginary brother, and Algernon’s use of Ernest’s name to simplify deceitful 

courtships. Thus, each of the girls believes she is engaged to Ernest, who in fact 

does not exist. Enter Gwendolen’s mother and matters become even more 
complicated! The stellar cast includes Michael Redgrave, Michael Dennison, 

Dame Edith Evans, Joan Greenwood, Dorothy Tutin, and Dame Margaret 
Rutherford.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1952 RPT

2019-11-28 1325 Drama Polina

Trained from an early age by rigorous, perfectionist Professor Bojinski, Polina is 

a promising classic dancer. She is just about to join the prestigious Bolchoï Ballet 
when she discovers contemporary dance. That throws everything into question 

on a profound level. Polina leaves it  all  behind and moves to France to work 

with famous  choreographer Liria Elsaj. Despite her determination and hard 
work to the point of obsession, Polina just can't seem to break through. So she 

moves to Anvers in search of work -and a new life.

FRANCE French-100 2016 RPT Y

2019-11-28 1525 Comedy My Life As A Zucchini

After losing his mother, a young boy is befriended by a police officer and sent to 

a foster home with other orphans his age. With the help of his new friends, he 

begins to trust and love again.

FRANCE
English-50; 

French-50
2016 RPT PG a s Y

2019-11-28 1640 Drama
The Life And Death Of Colonel 

Blimp

Powell

And

Pressburger
Classics

An artistic masterpiece detailing the experiences of a British officer, Clive 
Candy, through the trials and tribulations of his army career. During the Boer 

War, Candy is sent to Berlin to trap a spy. There he befriends a German Officer, 

Theo, who marries the girl Candy is in love with. During the First World War, 

Candy marries a girl who resembles her and helps Theo - now a POW - to get 
repatriated. He comes back in the Second World War as a Brigadier General, 
and once again encounters Theo. He is captured, however, and the two are 

forced to either aid or betray each other.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1943 RPT

2019-11-28 1930 Comedy Ghost World

Women

In
Film

A raw-edged comedy about teenagers Enid and Rebecca, who are out of sync 

with the world around them. As they edge toward the mystery of adulthood, 

they struggle to maintain their identity. Based on the underground comic book 
'Ghost World'.

USA English-100 2001 RPT M a l s 



2019-11-28 2135 Drama Pin Cushion

Women

In
Film:

Simply Red

Peculiar mother-daughter duo, Lyn and Iona, move to a new town in the hope 

of finding a better life for themselves. Used to only each other for company, 

Iona starts to drift away from her mother after befriending a trio of popular 

girls at school. In turn, Lyn tries to find her own group of friends, but both 
struggle to find their way through their social awkwardness. With fragile 

personalities, they stumble their way through the harsh reality of bullies and 

frenemies, only to find themselves retreating more and more into the fantasy 

world they’ve built for themselves.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT MA a 

2019-11-28 2305 Drama The Journey

A fictional account of the extraordinary story of two implacable enemies in 

Northern Ireland - firebrand Democratic Unionist Party leader Paisley, and Sinn 

Fein politician Martin McGuinness - who are forced to take a short journey 
together in which they will take the biggest leap of faith and change the course 

of history.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT M a l 

2019-11-28 2445 Thriller La Femme Nikita

Nikita's killer instincts as a ruthless street junkie make her the perfect assassin. 

Recruited against her will by a secret government organisation, she's 
transformed into a sexy lethal weapon.

FRANCE
French-50; Italian-

50
1990 RPT MA v Y

2019-11-28 2655 Drama Pin Cushion

Women
In

Film:

Simply Red

Peculiar mother-daughter duo, Lyn and Iona, move to a new town in the hope 

of finding a better life for themselves. Used to only each other for company, 

Iona starts to drift away from her mother after befriending a trio of popular 
girls at school. In turn, Lyn tries to find her own group of friends, but both 

struggle to find their way through their social awkwardness. With fragile 

personalities, they stumble their way through the harsh reality of bullies and 
frenemies, only to find themselves retreating more and more into the fantasy 

world they’ve built for themselves.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT MA a 

2019-11-28 2825 Drama Yolngu Boy

About the coming-of-age of three Aboriginal boys in Arnhem Land who inhabit 

two cultures at once - that of North-East Arnhem Land and also western culture. 

Botj, Lorrpu and Milika are three Yolngu teenagers who once shared a dream of 
becoming great hunters. Now aged 14, only Lorrpu hasn't diverged. Botj is a lost 

soul in trouble with the law, and Milika is more interested in football and girls. 
One of the central themes of the film is the divide between the prosperity-

driven, materialistic western ideal of life and the everyday reality faced by 

young Aborigines. Directed by Stephen Johnson, and stars Sean Mununggurr 

and John Sebastian Pilakui.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2001 RPT M a l q v Y Y

2019-11-29 0600 Drama Polina

Trained from an early age by rigorous, perfectionist Professor Bojinski, Polina is 

a promising classic dancer. She is just about to join the prestigious Bolchoï Ballet 

when she discovers contemporary dance. That throws everything into question 
on a profound level. Polina leaves it  all  behind and moves to France to work 
with famous  choreographer Liria Elsaj. Despite her determination and hard 

work to the point of obsession, Polina just can't seem to break through. So she 

moves to Anvers in search of work -and a new life.

FRANCE French-100 2016 RPT Y

2019-11-29 0800 Comedy Bill

Bill Shakespeare is a hapless lute player with a big dream. Kicked out of his 

band, Bill leaves his despairing wife and kids behind in Stratford to seek fame 

and fortune in London. He’s written a great work for the stage and he’ll prove 
all the doubters wrong.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 RPT PG v 



2019-11-29 0940 Comedy Son Of Rambow

In 1980s England, schoolboys Will Proudfoot (Bill Milner) and Lee Carter (Will 

Poulter) meet by chance in a hallway. Though the boys are polar opposites, and 
Lee asks Will to help him make a homemade action movie, inspired by Sylvester 

Stallone's hit, 'Rambo: First Blood'. Will, who lives in a strict religious 

environment, is only too happy to oblige his new friend.

FRANCE English-100 2007 RPT PG v Y

2019-11-29 1125 Comedy My Life As A Zucchini
After losing his mother, a young boy is befriended by a police officer and sent to 
a foster home with other orphans his age. With the help of his new friends, he 

begins to trust and love again.

FRANCE
English-50; 
French-50

2016 RPT PG a s Y

2019-11-29 1240 Drama The Journey

A fictional account of the extraordinary story of two implacable enemies in 
Northern Ireland - firebrand Democratic Unionist Party leader Paisley, and Sinn 

Fein politician Martin McGuinness - who are forced to take a short journey 
together in which they will take the biggest leap of faith and change the course 

of history.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT M a l 

2019-11-29 1420 Action Adventure Belle And Sebastian 2 Sebastian and his dog have to brave dangers and confront a secret. FRANCE French-100 2015 RPT PG a l Y

2019-11-29 1610 Animation Strings

James McAvoy stars in this story of war, intrigue and betrayal in a kingdom of 

wooden puppets. Received a Robert Award for Best Children/Family Film at the 
2006 Robert Festival. Directed by Anders Ronnow-Klarlund with puppets made 

by Bernd Ogrodnik and Joakim Zacho Weylandt. Also stars Derek Jacobi and 
David Harewood. 

DENMARK English-100 2004 RPT PG

2019-11-29 1750 Comedy This Beautiful Fantastic

This Beautiful Fantastic is a contemporary fairy tale revolving around the most 
unlikely of friendships between a reclusive, agoraphobic young woman with 

dreams of being a children’s book author and a curmudgeonly old widower, set 
against the backdrop of a beautiful garden in the heart of London.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG l 

2019-11-29 1930 Biography The Man Who Knew Infinity

When self-taught mathematical genius Srinivasa Ramanujan fails out of college, 

he does not give up hope. Determined to pursue his passion, he contacts 
Professor GH Hardy and is invited to attend Trinity College.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 RPT PG a Y

2019-11-29 2130 Action Adventure The Emperor Of Paris

Focus:

Vincent

Cassel

Under the reign of Napoleon, François Vidocq cuts a notorious figure in the 

Parisian underworld - he is the only man to have escaped the country's most 
terrifying penal colonies. Left for dead after his last, spectacular escape, the 
former prisoner tries to pass himself off as a simple merchant. But his past 

catches up with him. After being falsely accused of murder, Vidocq makes a deal 

with the head of the Police, in exchange for his freedom, Vidocq will help the 

police fight the criminal classes. Despite obtaining exceptional results, he 
provokes the hostility of fellow police agents and the fury of criminals, who put 
a price on his head.

FRANCE French-100 2017 RPT MA v Y

2019-11-29 2340 Drama Pin Cushion

Women

In

Film:
Simply Red

Peculiar mother-daughter duo, Lyn and Iona, move to a new town in the hope 

of finding a better life for themselves. Used to only each other for company, 

Iona starts to drift away from her mother after befriending a trio of popular 

girls at school. In turn, Lyn tries to find her own group of friends, but both 

struggle to find their way through their social awkwardness. With fragile 
personalities, they stumble their way through the harsh reality of bullies and 

frenemies, only to find themselves retreating more and more into the fantasy 
world they’ve built for themselves.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT MA a 



2019-11-29 2510 Drama Yolngu Boy

About the coming-of-age of three Aboriginal boys in Arnhem Land who inhabit 

two cultures at once - that of North-East Arnhem Land and also western culture. 
Botj, Lorrpu and Milika are three Yolngu teenagers who once shared a dream of 

becoming great hunters. Now aged 14, only Lorrpu hasn't diverged. Botj is a lost 
soul in trouble with the law, and Milika is more interested in football and girls. 

One of the central themes of the film is the divide between the prosperity-

driven, materialistic western ideal of life and the everyday reality faced by 
young Aborigines. Directed by Stephen Johnson, and stars Sean Mununggurr 

and John Sebastian Pilakui.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2001 RPT M a l q v Y Y

2019-11-29 2645 Action Adventure Belle And Sebastian 2 Sebastian and his dog have to brave dangers and confront a secret. FRANCE French-100 2015 RPT PG a l Y

2019-11-29 2835 Comedy My Life As A Zucchini
After losing his mother, a young boy is befriended by a police officer and sent to 
a foster home with other orphans his age. With the help of his new friends, he 

begins to trust and love again.

FRANCE
English-50; 
French-50

2016 RPT PG a s Y

2019-11-30 0550 Comedy This Beautiful Fantastic

This Beautiful Fantastic is a contemporary fairy tale revolving around the most 
unlikely of friendships between a reclusive, agoraphobic young woman with 

dreams of being a children’s book author and a curmudgeonly old widower, set 
against the backdrop of a beautiful garden in the heart of London.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG l 

2019-11-30 0730 Animation Strings

James McAvoy stars in this story of war, intrigue and betrayal in a kingdom of 
wooden puppets. Received a Robert Award for Best Children/Family Film at the 

2006 Robert Festival. Directed by Anders Ronnow-Klarlund with puppets made 
by Bernd Ogrodnik and Joakim Zacho Weylandt. Also stars Derek Jacobi and 

David Harewood. 

DENMARK English-100 2004 RPT PG

2019-11-30 0910 Drama Viceroy's House

In 1947, Lord Mountbatten assumes the post of last Viceroy, charged with 
handing India back to its people, living upstairs at the house which was the 

home of British rulers, whilst 500 Hindu, Muslim and Sikh servants lived 

downstairs.

INDIA English-100 2017 RPT PG a Y Y

2019-11-30 1110 Animation The Secret World of Arrietty
Studio

Ghibli

The Clock family are four-inch-tall people who live anonymously in another 
family's residence, borrowing simple items to make their home. But life is about 

to change for the Clock's when their daughter, Arrietty, is discovered.

JAPAN English-100 2010 RPT G

2019-11-30 1250 Drama Yolngu Boy

About the coming-of-age of three Aboriginal boys in Arnhem Land who inhabit 

two cultures at once - that of North-East Arnhem Land and also western culture. 

Botj, Lorrpu and Milika are three Yolngu teenagers who once shared a dream of 

becoming great hunters. Now aged 14, only Lorrpu hasn't diverged. Botj is a lost 
soul in trouble with the law, and Milika is more interested in football and girls. 
One of the central themes of the film is the divide between the prosperity-

driven, materialistic western ideal of life and the everyday reality faced by 

young Aborigines. Directed by Stephen Johnson, and stars Sean Mununggurr 

and John Sebastian Pilakui.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2001 RPT M a l q v Y Y

2019-11-30 1425 Comedy Son Of Rambow

In 1980s England, schoolboys Will Proudfoot (Bill Milner) and Lee Carter (Will 

Poulter) meet by chance in a hallway. Though the boys are polar opposites, and 

Lee asks Will to help him make a homemade action movie, inspired by Sylvester 
Stallone's hit, 'Rambo: First Blood'. Will, who lives in a strict religious 

environment, is only too happy to oblige his new friend.

FRANCE English-100 2007 RPT PG v Y



2019-11-30 1610 Comedy What We Did On Our Holiday

Doug and Abi take their kids on a family vacation. Surrounded by relatives, the 

kids innocently reveal the ins and outs of their family life and many intimate 

details about their parents. It's soon clear that when it comes to keeping a big 
secret under wraps from the rest of the family, their children are their biggest 

liability. Find out how the rest of the family cope and see if the holiday will ever 
end.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2014 RPT PG a Y

2019-11-30 1750 Comedy Bill

Bill Shakespeare is a hapless lute player with a big dream. Kicked out of his 

band, Bill leaves his despairing wife and kids behind in Stratford to seek fame 
and fortune in London. He’s written a great work for the stage and he’ll prove 

all the doubters wrong.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 RPT PG v 

2019-11-30 1930 Comedy Almost Famous

Set in 1973, a pivotal time in the history of rock and roll, Almost Famous 
chronicles the funny and poignant coming of age of 15-year-old William. When 

his love of music lands him an assignment from Rolling Stone to interview up-

and-coming band Stillwater fronted by guitarist Russell Hammond and singer 
Jeff Bebe, William embarks on an eye-opening journey on tour with the band, 

over the objections of his protective mother. With the help of the lovely 'band-
aid' Penny Lane, William finds himself being drawn into the band's inner circle. 

But as the young reporter loses the objectivity required to tell his story 

honestly, he learns a life-changing lesson about the importance of family-the 

ones we inherit, and the ones we create. Directed by Cameron Crowe. Stars 
Kate Hudson, Billy Crudup.

USA English-100 2000 RPT M d l s 

2019-11-30 2145 Drama The Door Premiere

Based on the award-winning novel of the same title by Hungarian author Magda 

Szabó, The Door tells the story of two isolated women - each distanced from 
their respective worlds by vastly different circumstances - who forge an unlikely 

friendship over the course of their lifetimes. Set in mid-20th century Hungary, a 
country at the time still overrun by the effects of the war and buried under the 

lingering shadows of suspicion and mistrust, The Door quietly reveals the 

deeply complex relationship between the affluent, emerging writer, Magda, 
and the mysterious and distant housekeeper, Emerenc. As Magda marches 

steadily towards professional recognition and success, Emerenc retreats to the 

horrors of her past, leading to an emotional discovery with tragic consequences. 

HUNGARY English-100 2012

2019-11-30 2335 Action Adventure The Emperor Of Paris

Focus:

Vincent

Cassel

Under the reign of Napoleon, François Vidocq cuts a notorious figure in the 

Parisian underworld - he is the only man to have escaped the country's most 
terrifying penal colonies. Left for dead after his last, spectacular escape, the 
former prisoner tries to pass himself off as a simple merchant. But his past 

catches up with him. After being falsely accused of murder, Vidocq makes a deal 

with the head of the Police, in exchange for his freedom, Vidocq will help the 

police fight the criminal classes. Despite obtaining exceptional results, he 
provokes the hostility of fellow police agents and the fury of criminals, who put 
a price on his head.

FRANCE French-100 2017 RPT MA v Y

2019-11-30 2545 Western Red Sun

In 1870, the first Japanese ambassador to Washington is on a train travelling 

across country to the West and with him he brings gold and a jewel-encrusted 

sword that is guarded by two Samurai warriors. A gang of outlaws, led by 

Gauche and his co-conspirator Link robs the train. After a falling out amongst 

the gang, Link escapes with the gold and the valuable sword. However, the 

surviving Samurai warrior, Kuroda forms an unlikely alliance with Link to find 
Guache and the loot. Directed by Terence Young, and stars Toshino Mifune, 
Alain Delon and Charles Bronson.

FRANCE

English-98; 

Japanese-1; 

Spanish-1

1971 RPT M n v Y Y



2019-11-30 2750 Comedy Final Portrait

In 1964, while on a short trip to Paris, the American writer and art-lover James 

Lord is asked by his friend, the world-renowned artist Alberto Giacometti, to sit 

for a portrait. The process, Giacometti assures Lord, will take only a few days. 
Flattered and intrigued, Lord agrees. So begins not only the story of a touching 

and offbeat friendship, but, seen through the eyes of Lord, a uniquely revealing 

insight into the beauty, frustration, profundity and, at times, downright chaos of 
the artistic process.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT M a l n s Y


